Each Month the C.E.A. will be collecting Box Top$ for Education coupons for distribution to area public schools. Please help by clipping your box tops and delivering or mailing them to the designated locations:

Bonnie Gomez-Gonzalez – 200/301  
Patricia Dabney – 320/213A  
Alan McCoy – 330/213A  
Shannon Murdock – 200/107C  
Kristina Ziminski – 100/102

**Fun Facts about BoxTop$**  
- Over 80,000 k-8 schools participate  
- Schools can use BoxTop$ cash to purchase whatever they need  
- BoxTop$ is one of America’s largest school earnings loyalty programs

**Box Tops are worth 10¢ for your child’s school.**  
Don't toss 'em... clip 'em! ☝️